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March 6, 2011
ST. LUKE’S RENTS SPACE AT CHESTERFIELD MALL TO GIVE VACCINATIONS:

Chesterfield just approved a re-occupancy permit for a St. Luke’s Vaccine Clinic
in the former Sears building at the Chesterfield Mall. Expect Vaccines to be given
in the next two weeks.
CRISIS INTERVENTIONS/ATTEMPT SUICIDES/EMOTIONAL UNREST CALLS:
Since the pandemic took effect in March of 2020 fire and police have been dealing with
many more calls dealing with people having severe emotional problems with some
committing suicide and others having to be transported to Mercy Hospital’s Mental
Health Unit by either the police or by ambulance.
The Chesterfield Police responded to 216 “emotionally disturbed person” calls in
2019.
In 2020 that number was 316 calls or a 46.3% increase.
Here are the numbers from the Monarch Fire PROTECTION DISTRICT from Deputy
Chief Nick Harper, who is in charge of EMS operations.

Your numbers are as follows:
3/1/2019 to 12/31/2019 = 150
1/1/2020 to 2/1/2021 = 185
I would consider this a significant jump.
Respectfully,
Nick Harper MS, EMTP
Deputy Chief
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TOWN and COUNTRY CALLS: Here are the Town and Country calls comparing 2019
to 2020. There is one big difference. Suicides are down.

Nature

2019

2020

CIT

60

67

Suicide/Attempt Suicide

25

9

Nature

2017

2018

CIT

53

58

Suicide/Att Suicide

24

24

West County EMS & Fire Protection was the exception showing decreases in the Fire
District and in Town and Country. These numbers are from Chief Jeff Sadtler:

2018 = 231 (T&C = 70)
2019 = 273 (T&C = 87)
2020 = 234 (T&C = 73)
The Crisis Intervention (Mental Health) calls were just up 9% in Monarch compared to
46% handled by the Chesterfield PD, while the suicide/suicide attempts in Town and
Country were down 278% during the pandemic. The same type of calls in the
WCEMS&FPD actually went down 14% District wide in 2020, clearly the exception. In
T&C the Fire District Mental Health calls were down 16%.
I have to mention this having actually been involved in policing one of the wealthiest
towns in the Washington, DC area. The richer the residents the less likely they are to
call the police on domestic violence incidents or mental health issues. They don’t want
the neighbors to see the police at their house.
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NEW HOUSES: 3 Terra Bella Drive The private street off of Municipal Center Drive
between the Churchill School and the Town and Country City Hall owned and
developed by contractor J.H. Berra with many of the lots for family members.

5,5665 sq ft
Ownership for this lot is not currently listed in County Tax records.
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GOOD NIGHT FOR TOTAL ACCESS URGENT CARE AND DR. MATTHEW
BRUCKEL IN TOWN AND COUNTRY AND CHESTERFIELD.

The first day of March was a good one in both Town and Country and Chesterfield as
Dr. Matthew Bruckel attempts to expand his Total Access Urgent Care kingdom by
adding two clinics at busy West County locations, bringing his total to 30 clinics.
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First on the evening was the Town and Country Architectural Review Board. The ARB
members approved the building design with just one change.
Concerning the style of the building Bruckel made a reference comparing Total Access
to an iconic American business.
“Just like McDonalds, we want all the buildings (Total Access) to resemble each other.”
He then responded to the fact that the first plans, that were turned down for that
location, were for a Tim Horton’s Donut shop and a branch bank. “We can serve
donuts. We can put donuts at the front desk and treat people for high cholesterol.”

The one issue at the start of the meeting was the “tower” on the corner of the building.
The complaint was that it was too tall. It was suggested the height of the upper portion
should be the same size as the wall along the roof.
This caused Matt Bruckel to say, “Rapunzel’s tower was 77 feet high.” This brought an
immediate response from an ARB member Angelo Arzano, “Rapunzel isn’t here
tonight.”

There were 14 emails opposing the project and one in favor of the facility. It was about
the same as opposition to the donut shop. Apparently some people enjoy the empty lot.
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This is the only email filed with the P&Z and ARB in favor of Total Access.

ARB Chair Ald. Jon Benigas took the position that apparently was for the entire ARB.
“It doesn’t match the other buildings (on the 3 other corners) but none of the other
buildings match each other. I look at that building (Total Access) and it looks like a nice
addition. I think it is a good match for what we have had in the past,” said Benigas.
The ARB voted unanimously to approve the Total Access building plans. Dr. Bruckel
still has to get past the P&Z Commission and Board of Aldermen before construction
can begin.
IN CHESTERFIELD BRUCKEL GETS APPROVAL: After Matt Bruckel stated dealing
with the Chesterfield City Council was like dealing with “Russians” at the last City
Council meeting he was a perfect gentleman at the Monday meeting. He did not call
Mayor Nation ”Chairman” or any councilperson “comrade.” It seems as if his staff
worked out the entire site plans issues at the old Steak n’ Shake on Olive Blvd between
Woods Mill and Hwy 141 with city staff.
The Council approved the site on a 8-0 vote.
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One observer said it was as if Bruckel was bi-polar. Obnoxious at one meeting and nice
at the next.
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CHESTERFIELD SEX OFFENDERS Jeremy Rogers of 1525 Hampton Hall Drive in
Chesterfield was on probation for Sexual Exploitation of a Minor Child after getting
caught in a sting put on by a female detective of the Boone County Sheriff’s Office in
Columbia, MO. At the time Rogers was living at 1525 Hampton Hall in Chesterfield
(63017).

Rogers was placed on probation after pleading guilty of sending nude sexual photos to
the detective pretending to be a 13-year-old. However that probation has been
suspended and Rogers is in prison, serving the original 8-year sentence. He will soon
have more time in prison.
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05/18/14

Peace Disturbance Guilty SES probation in lieu of
Boone Co SO
30-days
05/16/16 Sexual Exploitation of a Child Guilty Probation susp Boone Co SO
8-years prison
09/19/19 Solicit, Transport Engage in Paid Sex act with a Minor Fed Bureau Invest
PG 02/23/21 Minimum 10-years prison
This is why his probation was suspended and he is back in prison.
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AND NOW FOR THE GUILTY PLEA ON TUESDAY FEB.23, 2021AND THE FACTS:
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I think that Mr. Rogers time as a Chesterfield resident may be over.
SECOND CHESTERFIELD RESIDENT PLEADING GUILTY TO SEX CRIMES IN
FEDERAL COURT:
It another registered Sex Offender, Mark Joseph Uhlenbrock of 1724 Blue Oak Dr.
Chesterfield 63017. Uhlenbrock was a pilot for United Airlines and the adult victim in
the Federal cases was a flight attendant.
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1724 Blue Oak Dr
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WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 24, 2021
21-660 - Missing Person Report
27 year old female with drug abuse history and mental health issues went missing
again. Officers pinged her phone and her last known location was somewhere
downtown, but she was constantly moving and an exact location could not be found.
She has since turned off her phone and there are no updates on her location. Officers
entered her as a missing person.
Follow up on Thursday 2/25/21
21-660: The night EOS noted a resident reported his adult daughter had taken his
vehicle and was now missing. The vehicle and the daughter were both located by the
Maryland Heights PD. The detective bureau handled the locate on the daughter and
the recovery of the vehicle.

21-661 - Warrant Arrest
A subject being held at Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office for a Chesterfield traffic charge
was issued a new court date and released from our charges.
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THURSDAY FEBRUARY 25, 2021

21-663 - Assault Report
The father of a 15 year old female, punched a 20 year old male in the face, when he
found them having a consensual sexual encounter in the back seat of a car in the
fathers driveway. The 20 year old male did not want to press any charges against the
girl’s father and signed a non-pros form at the station. The case will still be forwarded to
the Chesterfield Prosecuting Attorney’s Office for review and any possible charges.

21-666 Fraud: A resident on Jeffreys Crossing stated he was previously a part owner of
a company in Illinois, but has not been associated with the company since 2017. The
resident recently learned that persons unknown submitted forged documents to the
State of Illinois listing him as the sole owner of the company and therefore making him
liable for company taxes to the state. The resident learned this when he starting
receiving notices from Illinois demanding payment of taxes.

21-667 Identity Theft: A resident on Amstel reported someone used his personal
information to file an unemployment claim.

21-670 Motor Vehicle Theft: While working, a Chesterfield Parks supervisor found an
abandoned ATV north of the levee at the CVAC. The ATV was now in disrepair and
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was found to have been stolen from the property of an adjacent landowner. The ATV
was returned to its owner.

21-673 Larceny: At the time of this report cars are out at the scene of a car clouting at
Taubman where clothing was taken.

21-672 Property Damage: At the time of this report cars are out at Taubman with a
vehicle that had a window broken out. As yet, nothing is reported stolen.

21-674 - Larceny Report
SEU officers handled a shoplifting from Pets Unleashed where an unidentified male
subject stole a bag of dog food.
21-675 - Warrant Arrest
Officers using the ALPR identified a vehicle with a felony warrant attached to it, the
officers waited on the subject to return to the vehicle and then arrested her for the
outstanding warrant. The officers conveyed her directly to Maryland Heights PD who
issued the warrant.
(An ALPR is an Automated License Plate Reader that checks license plates for wanted
vehicle, stolen auto alerts or wanted person alerts.)
FRIDAY FEBRUARY 26, 2021
21-677 EDP - Subject experiencing a mental crisis was conveyed to Mercy for
evaluation.
MURDER ARREST
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21-679 Warrant Arrest - Traffic stop resulted in an occupant being arrested for an
active homicide warrant for Hazelwood PD.
Corey L. Porter 31

02/26/21
05/11/19
04/29/14
01/08/13
08/17/11
06/24/09

Poss of Marijuana, Fugitive Hazelwood PD Homicide
Chesterfield PD
Poss of Marijuana pending
St. Ann PD
Assault on LE Officer, Resist Arrest, Poss Marij 30-days jail St. Louis City PD
Felony Drug Possession Guilty 10 months jail
St. Louis Co PD
Driving While Revoked, No Auto Ins Guilty 2-Days jail
St. Louis Co PD
Property Damage Guilty 9-days jail
St. Louis City PD

21-680 Destruction of Property - Victim reported her vehicle vandalized by someone
spray painting it to indicate a derogatory word. No suspect info.
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21-681 Larceny - Delayed larceny report from Coach. Suspects took approx. $3,000
worth of merchandise.
21-682 Open Door - Neighbor contacted police regarding an open door at a residence
that should be unoccupied. Officers found that family members are rehabbing
it. Nothing suspicious.

21-683 Larceny - Catalytic converter removed from vehicle at Lou Fusz. No suspect
info. as of yet.

21-685 Stolen Vehicle - Victim reported her rental vehicle was stolen sometime
overnight. Keys were left in the vehicle. No suspect info.

21-686 Larceny - Suspicious person developed into a larceny as the suspect attempted
to return an item they had not purchased. While on scene, the suspect claimed mental
distress and attempted to scratch herself numerous times. Transported to Mercy for
evaluation.
Laura K. Rowe 44
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02/26/21
04/03/19
09/30/18
08/19/18

Stealing
Stealing FTA Warrant Fenton Muni Ct
2-cts Forgery, Poss of Forgery Device FTA War
Stealing FTA Warrant

Chesterfield PD
St. Louis Co PD
Maryland Hts PD
Kirkwood PD

21-687 Warrant Arrest - Traffic stop resulted in an occupant being arrested for an
active Felony Leaving the Scene with Injuries warrant for Lincoln County.

21-688 Drug Arrest - Traffic stop resulted in an occupant being given a summons for
possession of marijuana.
Abricion T. Ivey 22 Louisiana, MO

02/26/21
09/07/18
05/11/18
03/18/17
10/03/15

Poss of Marijuana
No Auto Ins Guilty Fine
Speeding 15-19 MPH over limit Guilty fine
Poss of Marijuana, Minor in Poss of Alcohol Guilty fines
Speeding Guilty Fine
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Chesterfield PD
MO Hwy Patrol
MO Hwy Patrol
Louisiana PD
Louisiana PD

21-113 Update - Suspect in the case responded to the station for an interview and
confessed to the theft. She was issued a summons to appear in municipal court.
Tainesha Sanders, 22, St. Louis

02/25/21 Stealing

pending

facebook photo
Chesterfield PD

20-4416 Update – Suspect in this case was being held at the Olivette Police
Department in reference to a felony person of interest wanted. Subject was transported
back to Chesterfield were he was interviewed and confessed to the theft. He was
booked and released pending warrant application.
The suspect in 20-4416 is Marshal Harvey, age 33, St .Charles resident

02/25/21 Felony Stealing
10/14/19 Felony Drug Possession

pending
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Chesterfield PD
St. Charles Co PD

No report – Around 3:45 AM the department received numerous calls for multiple
shots fired in the area of River Valley, Ridgecrest and Henning Drive. Multiple officers
responded including officers from Maryland Heights, Creve Coeur and St Louis County
PD. A thorough search of the area was done but nothing was found.

SATURDAY FEBRUARY 27, 2021

21-695 Burglary - Resident off of Justus Post reported that someone entered her
locked assisted living area and stole an IPAD. Incident is believed to have occurred on
the 24th. A possible suspect is known. Investigation to continue by responding officer.
21-656 Larceny (Supplement) - One of the checks reported stolen in this incident was
returned to the owner via his bank with the info. of an employee of the assisted living
facility written on the check. It is believed that the suspect in this case is also involved
in the incident noted above. Investigation to continue.

21-696 Larceny - SEU arrested a subject attempting to purchase an altered price
item. Booked and released with a summons.
Rickie D. Brown 37

02/27/21 Stealing pending
02/21/21 Poss of Drug Paraphernalia

Chesterfield PD
Chesterfield PD
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10/16/20 2-counts Passing Bad Check pending
09/12/20 No Operators Lic pending
08/04/20 Felony Drug Poss, No Op Lic, No Headlights at
2-cts Failure to Secure Children in Safety Seat
03/13/19 No Operator’s Lic pending
10/22/13 Fraudulently Obtaining Drug Guilty 4-yrs prison

Ste Genevieve PD
Ste Genevieve SO
Ste Genevieve SO
Ste Genevieve SO
Fredericktown PD

21-697 Larceny - Catalytic converter removed from a vehicle parked at the Drury Inn.

SEU members from this department responded to Des Peres to assist in the arrest of a
subject wanted by several jurisdictions for multiple thefts. After a short foot pursuit, the
subject was arrested. No injuries, no force used.
SUNDAY FEBRUARY 28, 2021

21-701 A female guest at the Townplace Marriott Suites reported she was hit by her
boyfriend. The boyfriend was gone when officers arrived. The woman was intoxicated
and her minor injuries were inconsistent with her statement. Investigation is ongoing.
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21-705 Forged Prescription - Subject attempted to use a forged scrip for
oxycodone. Subject was arrested and conveyed to the station. At the time of this report
officers are also attempting to determine if he is in violation of parole as well.
Christopher L. Smith, 36,

02/28/21
11/05/19
11/05/19
08/22/19
02/04/18
11/07/17
09/10/17
12/14/14
02/24/13
02/21/12
12/02/11
02/01/09

Pass Forged Prescription, Poss of Narcotic Paraphernalia Chesterfield PD
Felony Drug Possession pending
St. Louis Co PD
Stealing FTA Warrant
Bridgeton PD
Felony Drug Possession FTA Warrant
Bridgeton PD
Felony Stealing Guilty SES Probation 5-yr term
Normandy PD
Stealing pending
Berkley PD
Stealing Guilty 180 days jail
St. Charles City PD
Stealing Guilty 1-year jail
St. Louis Co PD
Felony Stealing Guilty 4-years prison
St. Louis Co PD
Felony Stealing Guilty 4-years prison
St. Louis Co PD
Burglary Probation revoked 5-years prison
St. Louis Co PD
Felony Drug Possession Probation revoked 1-yr jail
St. Louis Co PD

Tamesha D Ivory, 21

02/28/21
01/11/21
11/15/20
09/24/20

Poss of Marijuana
Driving While Revoked, No Auto Ins pending
Unreg veh Guilty $46 fine, Driving Revoked $186 fine
Driving While Revoked Guilty $300 fine, Speeding
26-30 over limit $225 fine
02/27/20 Speeding 78/55, No Auto Ins pending
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Chesterfield PD
St. Louis City PD
Kirkwood PD
Webster Groves PD
St. Louis City PD

Fernando Hernandez, 26
MONDAY MARCH 1, 2021
21-715 Larceny: SEU arrested a subject for doing a “push out” of household goods
from Walmart. The subject also had a warrant out of O’Fallon. The subject was in the
company of another person who was also arrested as this person had a warrant out of
St. Peters.

21-716 Larceny: Resident on Forsheer reported a cell phone was stolen off his front
porch after having been delivered by FedEx.

21-717 Domestic Assault: A resident on Stablestone was punched in the face by her
intoxicated roommate. The roommate was arrested with in-custody muni warrant
application to take place in the morning.
Mark Edward Coleman 60
03/01/21 Assault
Chesterfield PD
01/27/20 Domestic Assault pending
Chesterfield PD
09/05/20 Trespassing pending
Chesterfield PD
05/10/19 Possession of Drug Paraphernalia
Chesterfield PD
12/03/08 Unlawful Poss of Firearm Guilty 4-yrs prison
Crawford Co SO
01/20/06 Trespassing Guilty $136 fine
Washington Co SO
12/31/04 DWI, Driving While Revoked Guilty SES Probation
MO Hwy Patrol
06/30/00 Resisting Arrest SES Probation
Washington Co SO
06/30/94 Arson Guilty 4-years prison
MO Fire Marshal
21-717 Domestic Assault (UPDATE): Municipal warrant application yielded the
issuance of a $1000 bond. The suspect indicated he has no intention of posting the
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bond. The suspect will be released on a summons including written order prohibiting
contact with the victim.

St. Louis County 6th Precinct pinged the phone of a suicidal subject. The ping came
back to an area in Chesterfield Valley. Chesterfield officers canvassed the area and
located the subject who was subsequently taken to Mercy. Report written by St. Louis
County.
TUESDAY MARCH 2, 2021
21-722 Warrant Arrest- Residents on Highland Park called to report their son was
recently released from the hospital and has warrants for his arrest through St. Louis
County Police. The parents insisted we arrest their son. The warrants were verified by
St. Louis County and the subject was taken into custody and transported directly to St.
Louis County Intake.
21-723 Misc. Report- A third party from out of our venue reported a subject making
suicidal threats at a residence on Heffington Dr. An investigation revealed the subject
was not in our venue either. St. Louis Metropolitan Police were contacted and given the
subject’s location.

21-724 Larceny- An unknown subject stole $120 worth of seafood from Dierberg’s Four
Seasons. A vehicle description was obtained, but the license plate number provided
was not on file

21-725 Assault- A female reported she was in fear of being assaulted by an unknown
male over an argument about wearing masks. The argument occurred near the Oriental
Market in the 13000 block of Olive Blvd. The male was not arrested due to conflicting
statements from an independent witness. Case will be referred to the Municipal
Prosecutor.
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21-726 Domestic Assault- A female who resides on Wellesley Place responded to the
station and reported she was assaulted by her boyfriend last Sunday. Investigation is
ongoing at the time of this EOS report.
John Patrick Kelley 36
02/28/21 Domestic Assault
Chesterfield PD
12/07/15

Full Order of Protection Anti Stalking Court order

St. Louis Co Cir Ct

21-728 Fraud- Subject who lives on Englewood Terrace sold furniture on Craig’s List.
The victim received a $2100 payment in the form of a personal check written on a
closed account.

21-734 DWI- The investigation of a motor vehicle crash in the 18000 block of
Chesterfield Airport Road led to the arrest of a driver for DWI.
Richard B. Wallace 53
03/02/21 DWI, Traffic Charge Crash related
Chesterfield PD
12/02/20 Disobey Stop Sign pending
Edmundson PD
02/19/06 DWI, Fail to Drive in Single Lane
St. Peters PD
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Jeanne Kokis Yount 67 Troy
03/02/21 Felony Drug Possession
12/04/18 3-counts Felony Drug Possession pending

Chesterfield PD
St. Charles Co PD

OFFICERS RECEIVE AWARD FOR SAVING THE LIFE OF PASSENGER IN A
RECKLESSLY DRIVEN CAR AS THE CAR BURNED. On Wednesday September 23,
2020 for an hour and 20-minutes Chesterfield Police were aware of the driver of a
Mercury Marquis speeding and driving recklessly on Clarkson Road and Olive Blvd.
They had one problem. Chesterfield policy does not allow officers to chase violators in
police pursuits for traffic violations.
The dangerous situation did not end at 2:45am when the Mercury crashed into a tree on
Olive and Tienda Court at high speed and caught fire. The driver , Nicholas Dobbert, 21
was dead, but the passenger Matthew Snell, 22, of Creve Coeur was alive and trapped
in the wreckage.
As the car burned more intensely Chesterfield Police officers managed to cut out Snell
from the totaled car.
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On Monday March 1 three officers were given the Distinguished Service Citation for
Valor. It was the first time in 30 years this award has been presented to officers and
just the second time in the history of the department. Officer Andrew Mattaline, Devin
Kitrel and Ryan Broeker received the award.
The Chief’s Commendation was awarded to Sgt. Teresa Koebbe, Officers Zachary
Seeger and Matt Niemeier.
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It is somewhat ironic in late September and early October the Chesterfield PD was
ignoring my requests for information on this event. It took me two weeks to get the
basic report and I never got the crash reconstruction report. I wanted to give the officers
the recognition they deserved immediately after the event, but I got stonewalled. Now
six months later they are pushing this to every media outlet they can find.
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CITY COUNCIL MEETING

COUNCIL THROWS GOOD GOVERNMENT PRACTICES OVERBOARD. TRASH
SERVICE BIDS CANCELLED. REPUBLIC SERVICES GETS NEW 5-YEAR
CONTRACT. After a deluge of emails from residents complaining that by having trash
service companies compete through service bids for a five-year contract might mean
they would lose Republic Service picking up their trash the City Council acted. With the
exception of one councilman, they voted to rescind the resolution calling for bids from
various competing companies for the first time in 16 years and signed another contract
with Republic Services.

At the start of the meeting Susan Piazza of Republic Services spoke and directed her
comments toward the councilwoman who was taking the most heat on the original 5-3
vote to go out for bids.
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“ I wanted to thank Mrs. McGuinness for making this possible. She was the only
councilwoman who contacted me about this,” said Piazza.
After speaking with McGuinness, Piazza presented a second amendment contract
proposal lowering the rates for the second time since the staff recommended
acceptance of their offer in January.
“There was a tsunami of support from the residents to keep Republic,” Councilwoman
McGuinness said. “Residents from all over the city have contacted us.”
McGuinness later sent us an email ref the citizen input on the issue.

a huge outpouring of support to stay with that company.....
everybody got tons and tons of emails from all over the city saying
they did not want to risk another company....their lives have
already been disrupted enough with the pandemic without adding
to it.....that city hall isn't paying the bill for trash service ......the
residents are personally paying for it and they did NOT support
what Council did .....
I responded to that.......I am amazed that nobody else
did......everybody else got the same emails that I did
I think it's good government (not bad government) to reverse
course if the residents and taxpayers don't like what happened
....and they sure didn't.
Councilman Ben Keathley who voted to go out for bids on trash service spoke next.
“Government works best when we get feedback,” said Keathley who is also running for
mayor against Mayor Bob Nation.
Dan Hurt, who first brought up the fact the city needed to have bids instead of having
the same trash company for 21-years without competing offers said he had a resident
contacted him saying he agreed with getting bids and he hoped Republic would win.
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Hurt said getting competitive bids in business or government is good business and good
government.
The vote to rescind the resolution to go out for bids for trash service carried on a 7-to-1
vote with Hurt voting “No.”
Immediately after the vote to rescind the resolution to accept bids for trash service there
was a vote to sign a contract with Republic. Republic’s newest offer included a change
in missed pickups policy, a possible reduction in billing and a sizable drop in costs of
service for seniors.

The new contract passed on an 8-0 vote with even Dan Hurt voting for it. Republic
Services will now provide trash and recycling plus limited yard waste pickup for 21years without any competitive bidding.
HISTORIC CHURCH AND CEMENTARY IN DANGER OF WASHING AWAY. NO
GOVERNMENT BODY IS WILLING TO STEP UP WITH HELP. For two weeks I was
going to write an article on the subject of flood waters caused by developments over the
years on Conway Road causing erosion that endangers the Bonhomme Presbyterian
Church, built in 1841, and the church’s graveyard. I put the story off and on Tuesday
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March 2 the Post-Dispatch had a frontpage feature on the issue along with some
excellent photos.
https://www.stltoday.com/news/local/metro/ghosts-of-chesterfield-past-historic-churchcemetery-threatened-by-erosion/article_f64c05c0-f991-54ee-a4eb-8cfa6864659d.html

lskrivan@post-dispatch.com
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The Creve Coeur Creek is now eroding the property of the cemetery. In Town and
Country there is a sales tax that deals with Parks and Stormwater. The city rates
stormwater erosion sites and those at the top of the list get immediate action handled by
the Public Works Department. Chesterfield has no such tax or service.
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The Metropolitan Sewer District says they do not have the funds to address problems
facing the 1841 Church. This is a big enough problem as heavy rains routinely flood
Conway Road often trapping motorists.
CHESTERFIELD EARLY POLITICAL ADS
From West Magazine:

This ad appeared in West Magazine. If Ben is really “Strong on Public Safety” he needs
to reform the Municipal Court and get rid of the Judge and Prosecutor who put local
making money by defense attorneys ahead of the public’s safety but reducing DWI and
theft cases to Parking Violations and Littering.
CURRENT CITY HALL ART SHOW: My wife is an artist and gets all over me when I
complain about abstract art. I like to look at a painting and have a clue of what I am
looking at. The current art show is over at the end of March. It is mostly abstract works.
Here are a few of the pieces.
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The good news for me is that the show in April should have plenty of watercolors and ,
oil paintings and sculptures that you can immediately recognize.
READERSHIP CONTINUES TO GO UP:

We now have 1,197 web readers every week and another 200 from our old subscription
list.
CARTOONS:
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